Young Energy Professional of the Year 2020

Bryan Lang

Bryan Lang, PE, CEM, Engineering Manager at ETC Group, is recognized as a leader in energy engineering at ETC Group, a 30+ year old energy efficiency and engineering firm. Bryan was recently recognized by his coworkers as the one that cares the most about his work to improve energy efficiency - including the impacts his work has to his clients (saving money), and to the planet.

Bryan’s responsibilities at ETC Group are the analysis and identification of energy efficiency opportunities. He works with facility staff and ETC Group technicians to evaluate new and existing systems. He performs energy audits, retro-commissioning, controls programming, and investigation projects. He also manages measurement and verification, tuning, and commissioning projects. The results for his contribution are reflected quantitatively. The real savings for his clients in 2019 were $1,442,000 ($857,000 – directly responsible; $585,000 – supervised). He designed and implemented the Largest Single Energy Saving Project for EnergyWorks in Ft. Collins, Colorado.

His project experience is diverse in building type as well as project scope. Bryan has assisted ETC with the continuous improvement and development of system and measure analysis tools and has experience with the EnergyStar benchmarking program, chiller plant diagramming, and equipment test design. Bryan is passionate about environmental responsibility and energy savings in all parts of life.

About AEE Awards Program

The International Awards are typically presented in conjunction with the AEE World Energy Conference & Expo: world.aeecenter.org, however this year will be presented virtually on Wednesday, October 14th.

The AEE Awards Programs shines the light on the important work that is being done in energy by individuals, organizations, agencies, and corporations. For more information, visit www.aeecenter.org/awards.